"Lady Eleanor" Spends Big "My Day;" Speaks on Peace, Grants Interview

University Takes on Gala Appearance as Mrs. Roosevelt Arrives for First North Idaho Visit.

We talk for hours, but we must go to be writing for pay. We pay for and pay for our pay; why shouldn't we be paid for the work we do?"

"We will have peace, but we are not going to do it for money. It is our duty to give up our lives to our work for the benefit of our country; and when we do, our country will give us the peace we want."
The Art of Fencing

By ANTHONY A. BOSCH

Note: These articles are reprinted by the Argonaut from the Lindsay Life of California. All articles are reprinted with the kind permission of the Lindsay Life. The original articles were written by Anthony A. Bosch for the Lindsay Life.

The position of a guard is perhaps the most important factor for successful fencing. With the grip position already perfected, the cause of much discussion between the two most important students of fencing today, was the answer to the question: What is the best way to guard the various positions on the piste. The immediate objective was to determine what the beginner will guard on the piste.

The practice of guarding was first explored by Dumitru. Dumitru had the same idea as the beginner in the point of view. He used a three-point guard and a four-point guard. The three-point guard with a single point was used by Dumitru. The four-point guard was used by Dumitru.

Ralph Hunt was made a list of the best guards in the United States. On Saturday, night, Ralph was made a list of the best guards in the United States. On Friday night, after his match with Medved, he was made a list of the best guards in the United States.

In any case, the beginner should not make a habit of the point guard. The beginner should not make a habit of the point guard. The beginner should make a habit of the point guard.

To the AEGs

Ye boldly leap the seas of life unafraid. Ye catch your own braves and return to the campus. Ye are the heroes of tomorrow. Ye are the heroes of tomorrow.

By Walter L. Brown

Cigarettes or pipes are not recommended for the beginner. The beginner should avoid the use of any tobacco product.

Twelve Students Make "A" Average

Twelve University of Idaho students made perfect or nearly perfect "A" grades for the spring term. They include the following:

3. Fred C. Johnson, Nampa.

The names of the twelve students are as follows:

3. Fred C. Johnson, Nampa.
5. David A. Miller, Nampa.
11. David A. Miller, Nampa.

At the Infirmary

Alice Truett, No. 1, lost her right arm. She has no use for the arm.
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Idaho Takes Coast Fight Title; Champions Off To Virginia

Spikes in Cinders

By Bill McGowan

A big boost from Brother Woodall's orchestra is customary in order for the Washington State college officials who enter the school in the annual Idaho Invitational. Everything was run off easily as candlelight dinner, dance, track and field history, and the final event was run three minutes ahead of time.

If track meets could all be run as smoothly as the last one was, Washington would be the place, according to the interest in track and field. Certainly there was no lack of interest or enthusiasm shown by the athletes and spectators. Actually there was a lot of it. Just as far as one could see, it was evident that the interest was there.

Coach Mike Raya's eye was getting a little tired, but his enthusiasm was never lost. He has a job with his spikes in the Coast field house, but he still kept his eye on the course. He is an excellent coach and always gives his all.

The Idaho team was victorious in the Districts.

The final results were as follows: Idaho 75, Oregon 67, Washington 61, Idaho 59, and Washington 59.

Ruben Betts, a junior on the Idaho State track team, was named as the outstanding male track athlete, and the}
New Greeks Dance; Reception Given

Mary McKinley, New T. Queen

Women Students to Meet at W.S.C.

Director Selects "Mikado" Singers

Newspaper clipping from The Idaho Argonaut, Tuesday, March 29, 1938.